
Derek Babcock is a dedicated and highly 

experienced Fire Chief with a passion for serving 

and protecting the community. With 28 years of 

service in the fire department, he has risen 

through the ranks, demonstrating exceptional 

leadership, firefighting skills, and a commitment 

to ensuring public safety. As Fire Chief, he 

oversees a team of 20 dedicated firefighters and 

emergency personnel, ensuring they are well-

trained and equipped to respond to a wide range 

of emergencies, from fires and hazardous 

materials incidents to medical emergencies and 

natural disasters. Chief Babcock is known for his 

strong emphasis on safety and prevention. He has 

implemented innovative training programs and community outreach initiatives 

aimed at raising awareness about fire safety and emergency preparedness. He 

also works closely with local businesses and government agencies to develop and 

enforce fire codes and regulations to minimize risks and protect lives and 

property.  

Chief Babcock's commitment to professional development is evident through his 

numerous certifications and ongoing training. He is well-versed in the latest 

firefighting techniques, equipment, and technology, ensuring that his team is 

always at the forefront of firefighting best practices. In times of crisis, Chief 

Babcock is a calm and decisive leader, capable of making critical decisions under 

pressure. He has managed large-scale incidents with poise and efficiency, earning 

his community's trust and gratitude.  

Outside of his firefighting duties, Chief Babcock is an active member of the 

community, participating in local events, sitting on numerous boards, and 

supporting charitable organizations. He believes in giving back and making a 

positive impact beyond the fire station. Chief Babcock is not just a Fire Chief but a 

leader who exemplifies the values of dedication, courage, and compassion in the 

face of adversity. His unwavering commitment to public safety continues to make 

a profound difference in the lives of those he serves. 


